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fortress was then subjected to heavy and effective land and air
bombardment; and the seizure of two islets to the south-west
and north-west enabled the Japanese from three sides on the night
of December 18, to launch an attack which secured one of the city's
reservoirs, and closed the ring round the city and its dwindling
garrison, the fate of which was finally sealed by a new hostile drive
a long the north shore. Though our high casualty figures—over
4,500, or nearly a third of the total garrison—proved that resistance
had been continued to the utmost, the fall of Hongkong, the first
of our many disasters, showed that we were faced in the Far East
with a formidable foe, whose efficiency, particularly in the air, we
had much underrated.
The loss of Hongkong, was quickly followed by an even worse
disaster—the surrender of 80,000 British, Australian and Indian
troops with the naval base of Singapore in Malaya. General Percival,
Comrnanding-in-Chief in Malaya, whose immediate superior,
also in Singapore, was Air Chief Marshal Brooke-Popham, Com-
mander-m-Chief Far East, had at his disposal on the outbreak of
the war with Japan General Heath's Illrd Indian Corps (gth and
nth Indian Divisions), two brigades of the 8th Australian Division,
and the garrisons of the fortress of Singapore (two brigades) and
Penang (two battalions).
The surrender of the French authorities in Indo China, and the
occupation of Thailand by the Japanese enabled them to concentrate
an invasion force on Malaya's northern frontier and to meet this
threat the Illrd Indian Corps disposed its 9th Division on the east
coast in two groups to cover the airfields at Kelantan and Kuantan
and its i ith Division on the west coast .in Kedah State; the 8th
Australian Division was in reserve in Johore and Malacca and a
brigade of the gth Indian Division in Singapore Island. The country,
a long narrow peninsula about the size of England and Wales, and
divided by a central mountain range into two coastal belts thickly
covered by plantations and jungle, afforded good opportunities for
infiltration tactics by the mobile, lightly equipped, and well trained
Japanese, who, moreover, from the first enjoyed almost undisputed
air superiority. After the naval disaster, in which our capital ships
Prince of Wales and Repulse were lost in an attempt to interfere
with the hostile landing at Kuantan, they had full command of the sea
too, and could land forces on the flanks and in the rear of our coastal
positions. Our forces, widely dispersed, short of reserves, only
partially trained, without tanks and many essential items of arms
and equipment, were outmatched from the first.
Our defence plan for Malaya included a rapid offensive into
Thailand as soon as it became clear that the enemy was concen-
trating there for invasion ; but the opportunity for this, if it ever
existed, was allowed to pass, and on December 8 an enemy division

